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NeuroELT



Making your 
teaching more  
brain-friendly







Lesile Hart

“Designing curriculum 
without knowing 
about the brain is like
designing a glove 
without knowing 
about the hand.” 







Brain BYTE



What’s the 
science?



10%
- Patricia Wolfe
Brain Matters





7Principles



1 Go for
Emotion



I Deal 
Drugs



I Deal 
Drugs
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total attention

engaged

feeling good 

deep learning

hunger for more

Holy grail of teaching
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Learning







A little Stress















If they can do it

then why can’t we?





• seritonin

Emotional 
experiences trigger 
neurotransmitters





• seritonin

• focus
• memory

• motivation 

Judy Willis in
David A. Sousa, 

Mind, Brain & Education



• seritonin

Learning centers
Shawn Achor
The Happiness 
Advantage

Emotional 
experiences trigger 
neurotransmitters



• Change boring tasks
• Revisit emotional 

experiences
• Use emotion-

arousing topics

Ways to add
Emotions



• Make it a game.

Ways to add
Emotions

Photo:

1000awesomethings.com



From New Horizons 2

Tokyo Shoseki



Give learners
choices2



Give learners 
choices 

- David Rock
Your Brain 
at Work

“It is the perception of choice 
that stimulates the brain.” 



Give learners 
choices-

but not
too

many.

- Barry Schwartz
The Paradox 
of Choice.

Photo:	moxzee.com







1) Choice of tasks

Ways to add
Choice



Choose:

- Do free
conversation  
in English. 

- Do new activity. 

- Do same activity, 
but change parts: 
A<->B



2) Choice of 
how to do it.

Ways to add
Choice



Listening review Choice:

- Watch me. I’ll point          
to key words 
as we hear them.

- You touch the 
words 

in your book.
- Close your eyes.

Watch “a movie
in your mind.”  



3) Choice of 
content

Ways to add
Choice



Choose
- A product 
you like and 
describe it



z

Workshop 1

Modify a writing lesson to 
include emotion and choice.



Cause and Effec
Writing Assignment

Read these two papers on climate change.  Write about 
three things that happen when the weather gets hotter.  
Use one paragraph for each.



Paragraph 1: Before the event

Paragraph 2: The event

Paragraph 3: After the event



Build in
novelty3



- John Medina
Brain Rules

We don’t pay 
attention
to boring

things.

can’t



z

What comes in



RAS			reticular	activating	system

1) recent	
thinking

2) novelty
3) personal	

relevance





RAS reticular activating system

1) novelty
2) recent thinking
3) personal relevance

1) recent thinking

2) personal

3) novel

RAS reticular activating system
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RAS reticular activating system

1) novelty
2) recent thinking
3) personal relevance

1) recent thinking

2) personal

3) novel

RAS reticular activating system

1) recent thinking

2) personal





Novelty

Quiz



Novelty



Novelty



Novelty



Novelty

Did you notice 
anything novel?



Novelty

ghost	hand

6	fingers

no	ear



Notice a Typo in    
Expository writing task 
slide?



Cause and Effec
Writing Assignment

Read these two papers on climate change.  Write about 
three things that happen when the weather gets hotter.  
Use one paragraph for each.



RAS reticular activating system

1) novelty
2) recent thinking
3) personal relevance

1) recent thinking

2) personal

3) novel

RAS reticular activating system

1) recent thinking

2) personal

1) recent thinking







• Do something 
each class not 
from the book.

• Check the TM
(Teacher’s manual) or
website 

Ways to add
Novelty



Check resource 
books:

Ways to add
Novelty



• From our website

Ways to add
Novelty
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Workshop 2

Modify one of your 
activities to include novelty

Taking attendance

Giving a quiz,

Doing a dialog



Teach across the
Senses

4



School

Visual

Auditory

Haptic Olfactory

Gustotory



Multi-sensory 
input:

- John Medina
Brain Rules

All groups: 
greater recall



Multi-sensory 
input:

- John Medina
Brain Rules

50-75% more 
creative problem 

solving



olfactory

Somatosensory
association area



olfactory

Somatosensory
association area

Metaphor credit: 
Curtis Kelly
Joke credit: Marc



Life





What are 5 
exercises you 
could do right 
here,  
right now? 



jumping



balancing



running
in place



touching
your
toes



doing
squats



jumping
jacks

Courtesy	pixshark



stretching



Your
ideas: 



Work with
a partner.
Do an 
exercise.
Partner, 
match it.



Partner, when you 

want to change…



make an
“ X “ with
your arms.
You start 
the next 

one.



S20

20
minutes

Blood
build-up

How long 
do your 
students

sit in 
class?



1 minute

+15%

David A. Sousa
How the 
Brain Learns 



Why move 
in English 

class?



1 minute
Make them stand 

when:

Doing dialogs
Finding a partner 
Speaking in pairs

Turning in papers
Getting handouts



• Your book has visual 
& probably auditory.

• Add touch and 
movement. 

Ways to use
Senses



• Check the Website

Ways to use
Senses

 
Our textbooks are usually visual. Not only do they contain words and sentences, most modern 
textbooks are well illustrated.  At times they come with audio CD but even if they don’t, 
teachers talk and hopefully students do, too.  Textbooks are often not as good at creating 
haptic experience.    In the chart below, I’ve identified the things that textbooks do and ways 
to modify those activity to make it easier to teach across the senses.  Try a few. I point out to 
my students what we are doing and why.  I encourage them to notice which they like, so they 
can add them to activities on their own. When I plan classes, I try to make sure that every 
lesson includes visual, auditory and hapic activities.  That way, I know all my 
students are getting experiences that make sense to them.  
 

Skill 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This chart updated  
June 2014 

Visual 

! 

Auditory 

" 

Haptic 

(also called “tactile” 
(touch)/ “kinesthetic” 
(movement) 

Listening 

# 

• (Before reading) 
Give learners time to 
read though and do 
the warm-up task. 
• If their textbook 
comes with a CD, 
learners can review 
the listening as they 
look at the book. Or 
they close the book 
(and, perhaps, their 
eyes).  They listen 
and imagine the 
scene, people, etc. 

• Listening is 
auditory.  
• Let learners 
discuss how they 
understood. What 
information gave 
them the answers? 
• If their textbook 
comes with a CD, 
learners use it to 
review. They close 
the book. They 
repeat (mentally or 
aloud) the key 
words and 
information. (This 
is a type of 
‘shadowing’.) 

• Make sure tasks 
include a physical 
response. If they 
don’t, add one, e.g., 
add ‘Touch the part of 
the picture they are 
talking about.’  
• If their book comes 
with a CD, have 
learners review the 
listening as they do 
something else. For 
example, they take a 
walk as they listen. Or 
they notice how they 
think the people feel. 

Speaking 1: 
Dialogue 
practice 

$ 
More at: 
http://tinyurl.com/ 
dialogvariations 

• Textbook dialogues 
with recorded written 
texts are both visual 
and auditory. Just 
working with them is 
visual input.  
• Invite the learners 
to close their eyes and 
imagine the 
conversation, the 
scene, the speakers, 
etc. 

• Textbook 
dialogues with 
recorded written 
texts are both 
auditory and visual. 
Just working with 
them is auditory 
input. 
• Learners close 
their eyes and 
mentally tune in to 
the conversation. 

• Try Silent listen and 
repeat: Learners move 
their mouths and say 
the words with no 
sound (sub-vocalise). 
They notice mouth, 
tongue, teeth, etc. 
• Have learners stand 
and gesture as they 
practise. 
 

Speaking 2: 
Pronunciation/ 
Working with 
the language 
map (key/example 
sentences) for pair- 
or groupwork or 

• Write the language 
map on the board or 
call attention to the 
forms in the book. 
• Imagine the words. 
Note or change color/ 
printed versus 
handwritten, etc. 

• Listen and don’t 
repeat. Instead, 
learners imagine 
hearing their voices 
saying the 
sentences. 
• Mentally imagine 
the words with a 

• Silent listen and 
repeat (see box 
above). 
• Tap the rhythm of 
the target sentences. 
• Get extra large 
rubber bands – ones 
with a width of at 

!



Visual
tops other senses



Mainly visual – 35%

Both oral & 
visual – 65%

3x

6x

Source: Brain Rules 
by John Medina, 
2009 Pear Press

Mainly oral – 10%
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Workshop 3

List 4 ways you will add 
movement to your classes





Memory work

Listen. 

Try to 
remember all 
the words.



Memory work
Which words were 
on the list? glass

curtain
sofa

window
screen

sofa
window





No	single	brain	region	holds	one	word	or	concept.	A	single	brain	
spot	is	associated	with	a	number	of	related	words.	And	each	single	
word	lights	up	many	different	brain	spots.	Together	they	make	up	
networks that	represent	the	meanings	of	each	word	we	use....



How do we encode 
memories?



Language 
processing





Simulating
running? standing?



Simulating
inside? outside?



Simulating
stone wall? other?



Simulating
cliff on other side of wall?



Simulating
big? little?



Simulating
perspective?



Simulating
�The dog jumped over the wall.�!



Simulating!



Vocabulary lists?

Simulating
Implications

Stories!

Experiential education



Language
FormMeaning



Give them
challenge5



The brain
needs 

challenge 

- D. Sousa & C.A.Tomlinson
Differentiation and the Brain

“Work that interests students
will necessarily be at an 
appropriate challenge level.”





ß
l o v e W	h e r e

m a l l s e	e	
c h e a	p R	e	a	l	l	y

s q u i d N i c es	h i r t



• Cloze target 
vocabulary/ grammar

• Have students add 
extra vocabulary

Ways to add
Challenge



Have	you	ever	
kissed	a	student?



Let learners
create6



Creative 
intelligence

“The abiliity to see how to do 
things or think about something 
in multiple ways.”

- Caine, et al
12 Brain/Mind Learning     
Principles in Action



Neil deGrasse Tyson



Let learners
create



Let learners
create







Play
is the 

highest 
form of 

research.
- Einstein





• Get art supplies
(markers, colored paper)

• Create stories
• Play roles

Ways to add
Creativity



Ways to add
Ceativity

Add some

drama

Go to our website



Workshop 4

Add learner challenge and 
creativity to a lesson



A:   What’s your last name, Luis?

B:   Garcia.

A:  How do you spell that?

B:   G-A-R-C-I-A

A:   Did you say G-A-R-C-I-A?

B:   Yes, that’s right.

A:   Ok.  What’s your cell phone number?

B:   It’s 090-555-1212

A:   Can you say that again?

B:   Sure.  090-555-1212.

Dialog
Typical 
dialog

(Use this or
your own
lesson)



Praise efforteffort
not ability / intelligence



Praise effort 
Not ability / intelligence

Students praised for effort: 
90% chose more challenging tasks.



Students praised for ability: 
avoided more challenging tasks.
They didn’t want to make mistakes.

-Carol Dweck

Praise effort 
Not ability / intelligence



Personalize7



Personalization
increases retention

- Caine, et al.
12 Brain/Mind Learning 
Principles in Action





ride the wave

Making 
Friends



Active Skills for Communication
(Cengage)

Making Friends



RAS reticular activating system

1) novelty
2) recent thinking
3) personal relevance

1) novelty
2) recent thinking
3) personal 

relevance

RAS reticular activating system



• Have students answer 
textbook questions with 
real information

• Add “about you” activities

• Let them share personal 
stories

Ways to 
Personalize



• When you say 
“Close your books and  
talk about this topic.”

Also say:
“Use your own ideas 
and information.”

Ways to 
Personalize



Workshop 5

Write an activity you could use that 
has personalization



DIY
Neuro-ELT



emotion

choice novelty senses

challenge creativity personalization

Go for !

Emotion"

7Principles



DIY –
Do it yourself.

Just do it.



Memory

Write 3 “take-aways.”



emotion

choice novelty senses

challenge creativity personalization

A promise

Go for !

Emotion"



P

Achor	2010

Thank you.



Most examples from our 
books



Brain science books we 
contributed to



FAB-EFL.COM



FAB-EFL.COM
Info:





P

Achor	2010

Thank you.



Why do you have a monkey 
in your bag?

• Task	credit:	Penny	Ur

I have it to…
I need it to…

I want it for…



Why do you have a monkey 
in your bag?


